
Ditch the plastic
Did you know, a plastic bag takes anywhere from 15 to 1000 years to decompose, and even after this, they
remain toxic? Millions of birds and thousands of turtles and other sea life die each year from the ingestion of
plastic bags and there is a giant rubbish heap the size of the United States, floating in the Pacific Ocean!!
If just one person stopped using plastic bags for their lifetime, they would be removing 22,000 plastic bags
from the environment. So, make the swap and return to the days of the shopping trolley and shopping bag, or
make the small investment in some 'bags for life' and set a new habit that could make a real difference.

Recycle your waste
In years gone by, we simply didn't generate as much waste. Packaging of goods was far reduced. Huge
amounts of energy are made when making new products, as opposed to recycling existing goods. Recycling
helps to preserve really valuable natural resources such as plants and animals. Plus, if you recycle, you also
reduce the amount that ends up in landfill, where chemicals and harmful greenhouse gasses are produced.

Use less paper
Amazingly, 40% of the worlds commercially cut timber is used to make paper! Producing paper starts of with a
tree being cut down, and often ends with that paper being burned, emitting carbon dioxide or rotting, which
emitts methane - either option is bad for the environment. So, if each of us can aim to use less paper, print
less in our business lives, buy recycled loo rolls and kitchen paper etc, it can and will, all help. At Home Instead,
we have been working our way towards a paperless system for some time now, and the change is positive!

Get creative with cleaning
There are a host of low phospate and chemical free cleaning products available, from washing up liquid,
dishwasher tablets and other cleaning products. Lots of natural cleaning products are available as are
cosmetics, which are of course far healthier for us, especially for people that may have sensitive skin or skin
conditions such as eczema. Try out some of the trusted cleaning products of the past, like vinegar, lemon and
baking soda.

Miss out on the microbeads
Some bottles which contain microbeads, include over 2.8 million beads, of which over 94,000 are flushed
down the sink with each wash! These tiny beads are so small, that they avoid the filtration system and end up
in our rivers, canals and seas causing water pollution. Inevitably, marine life end up consuming this waste,
which then ends up back with us humans, through the food chain.

Drive smoothly – anticipate situations and other road users as far ahead as possible to avoid unnecessary
braking and acceleration. Maintain a greater distance from the vehicle in front, so that you can regulate
your speed when necessary without using the brakes.
Step off the accelerator – when slowing down or driving downhill, remain in gear but take your foot off
the accelerator as early as possible. In most situations and for most vehicles, this will activate the fuel cut-
off switch, reducing fuel flow to virtually zero.
Change gears early – when accelerating, shift to higher gear early, usually by around 2,000-2,500 revs per
minute (RPM). Skip gears when appropriate.
Avoid excessive speed – high speeds greatly increase fuel consumption.

Slow down!
Cars are a necessity for many, not least our CAREGivers who rely on them to get from client to client in a timely
manner. There are ways in which we can reduce the consumption of fuel, as follows:

Let's go 'Green Instead'
Small, everyday changes can make a big impact on our environmental footprint...



Have a meat-free day each week
You don't need to give up eating meat, but perhaps you could try committing to one meat-free day each week.
Meat-free-Monday could give you the chance to get creative in the kitchen. Consider that a single pound of
beef takes 2,500 gallons of water to produce and that even a slight reduction in world meat production could
have an enormously positive impact on the environment, as meat production is responsible for a large
percentage of greenhouses gases that are produced. So, you don't need to go veggie, just have a veggie day!

Let's go 'Green Instead' continued.
Small, everyday changes can make a big impact on our environmental footprint...

Eat seasonably
This idea ties in nicely with the 'Meat-free-Monday', but it isn't a new one. In previous decades, the UK ate very
seasonably, consuming produce that was available at the particular time of year. Foods produced overseas
weren't readily available, and a return to this practice would see a reduction in the need for oversees food
transportation and the obvious environmental impact that this has, and would boost locally econmonies.

Eat locally
Again, linked to the idea of eating seasonably, eating locally produced food will reduce the environmental
impact of food transportation and has the added bonus of supporting our valued local producers, of which
Devon has a wide variety - many of them amazing!

Walk more...
If you're eating seasonably, and buying locally, then perhaps you can consider shopping on foot and more
often? This will not only see you reduce fuel costs and your impact on the environment but could also see you
form new friendships within your community, through regular contact with your high street business owners!

Use less water
This is a really big but easy change to make! Spending just one less minute in the shower each day could save
the average household £10 on your energy bill and £17 on your water bill, and if you swap to a water-efficient
shower head, you could save another £30 off your water bill and an extra £17 off your energy costs each year.
Then there's the big one... turning the water off whilst you clean your teeth could save 12 litres of water!

Quick ways to save in the kitchen
Before you switch on the kettle, just filling it with the water that you need each time, could save you £6 per
year, and dusting behind your fridge can save energy and efficiency too. Buying an energy-efficient slow
cooker is one really great (and delicious) way to cut energy bills, but surprisingly a microwave is an even better
option. By using less time to cook, it uses less energy too. Using the eco cycle on a fully loaded dishwasher is
an efficient way to wash your crockery but if you don't have one, then just washing up in a bowl of hot water
and not leaving the hot tap running, is a great way to cut energy bills and your carbon impact too.



Each of us have the chance to save energy and reduce our bills and to also make a positive
change that could benefit the environment. Every little helps, in both cases!

Try to reduce draughts in the home with draught excluders. Until you check your doors and windows, you may
be completely unaware of how draughty they are, keyholes included!

Turn the TV and other appliances off at the wall, rather than using stand by. This is an easy habit to get in to
that can really impact electricity usage.

Think about transferring to LED lights. They use less energy than conventional lights and they last far longer,
so the initial cost is quickly offset.

If you have a dishwasher, tumble dryer or washing machine, try to reduce how often you use them. Using a
lower temperature for washing clothes can really reduce costs and nowadays washing detergents are
designed to perform really well at just 30 degrees.

Check that the thermostat is not set at too high a temperature (unless someone has a particular illness or
condition that means they require extra heat). 19-20 degrees is considered to be a good ambient temperature.

Remember to wear a number of layers of clothing to trap warm air and to keep warm; this is more effective
than just wearing a cosy jumper and you can add/remove clothes according to need.

If you want to maintain body temperature and feel comforted, you could keep warm with hot water bottles at
night-time. Take care when filling and remember to make sure that the bottle cap is secured well. Wrap the
bottle in a towel initially, if it doesn't have a cover, to avoid scalding the skin.

Close curtains if you can, as this can be very effective in keeping in the in the heat. Be mindful though if you
have floor length curtains which could potentially cover up your radiator, blocking the heat.

If you are concerned about the cost of heating your home, your energy supplier will
have a department to help customers who are struggling with paying their bills and it's
important to remember they they have duty to work with you to help. For instance,
they could set up a more manageable payment plan.

On that note, if you’re struggling to pay bills, contact your energy supplier and network
operator to get on their Priority Services Register. You can check if you’re eligible via
ofgem.gov.uk or by scanning the QR code shown here.

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/information-consumers/energy-advice-households/getting-extra-help-priority-services-register

